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ABSTRACT  
The present paper attempts to study the unbalanced fuzzy transportation problem so as to minimize the transportation 
cost of products when supply, demand and cost of the products are represented by fuzzy numbers. In this paper, authors 
use Roubast ranking technique to transform trapezoidal fuzzy numbers to crisp numbers and propose a new algorithm to 
find the fuzzy optimal solution of unbalanced fuzzy transportation problem. The proposed algorithm is more efficient than 
other existing algorithms like simple VAM and is illustrated via numerical example. Also, a comparison between the results 
of the new algorithm and the result of algorithm using simple VAM is provided.  
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90C08, 90C90 
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Illustration of proposed algorithm using numerical example. 
INTRODUCTION  
In the conventional transportation problems it is assumed that decision maker is sure about the precise values of 
transportation cost, availability and demand of the product. However, in real world applications, all the parameters of the 
transportation problems may not be known precisely due to uncontrollable factors. This type of imprecise data may not 
always be well represented by random variables selected from a probability distribution. Fuzzy numbers introduced by 
Zadeh[1] in 1965, may represent this kind of data. Method of fuzzy decision making, therefore, is needed here. Fuzzy 
transportation problem (FTP) is the problem of minimizing fuzzy valued objective functions with fuzzy source and fuzzy 
destination parameters. The balanced condition is both a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a feasible 
solution to the transportation problem. In this paper, the authors attempt to study the optimal solution of Unbalanced Fuzzy 
Transportation Problem using Modified VAM with Roubast Ranking Technique. In 1996, Chanas and Kuchta[2] introduced 
the concept of the optimal solution for the transportation problem with fuzzy coefficients expressed as fuzzy numbers and 
developed an algorithm for obtaining the optimal solution. Saad and Abbas [4], in 2003, discussed the solution algorithm 
for solving the transportation problem in fuzzy environment. Their method aims to obtain positive optimal fuzzy 
transportation cost in most cases.  Liu and Kao [3], in 2004, described a method for solving fuzzy transportation problems 
based on extension principle. The study concluded that the membership function of the objective value of the equality 
problem is contained in that of the inequality problem. In 2006, Gani and Razak[5] presented a two stage cost minimizing 
fuzzy transportation problem in which supplies and demands i.e. transportation cost, availability and demand of the 
product are trapezoidal fuzzy numbers. In 2011, Amit kumar and Amarpreet kaur[19] proposed a new method for solving 
unbalanced fuzzy transportation problem using the ranking function where transportation cost, availability and demand of 
product are represented by generalized fuzzy numbers. Amit Kumar and Amarpreet kaur[17] in 2011, proposed an 
application of linear programming for solving unbalanced fuzzy transportation problem. In 2012, Amit kumar and 
Amarpreet kaur[18] proposed two new methods based on fuzzy linear programming formulation and classical 
transportation method to obtain the optimal solution of unbalanced fuzzy transportation problem, in their paper they 
showed that the results obtained by both the methods were same. A. Edward Samuel amd M. Venkatachalapathy[15], in 
2012, proposed a new dual based approach for unbalanced fuzzy transportation problem, in which they used the linear 
programming duality theory to check the optimal condition and to obtain the optimal solution of the problem. In 2013 K. 
Kadhirvel and K. Balamurugan[14] solved the unbalanced transportation problem using simple VAM and then the optimal 
solution is obtained by fuzzy U-V method similar to already existing MODI method. In 2013, A. Edward Samuel and M. 
Venkatachalapathy[13], proposed an improved zero point method (IZPM) for solving the unbalanced fuzzy transportation 
problem using triangular fuzzy numbers and concluded that the result obtained by IZPM is similar to that obtained by 
MODI method. In 2014, Deepika Rani et al.[12] proposed a new linear programming approach to solve the unbalanced 
fuzzy transportation problem. Also, in 2014, K.R.Sobha[16], discussed the profit maximisation of unbalanced fuzzy 
transportation problem. In her paper, she used Yager’s ranking technique for transforming triangular fuzzy numbers to 
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crisp numbers in conjunction with the simple VAM to obtain optimal solution. In 2015, R.K. Saini et al.[11] solved the 
unbalanced fuzzy transportation problem using centroid ranking technique in conjunction with zero suffix method.       
In this paper, authors attempt to solve the unbalanced transportation problem using a new algorithm based on the 
practical approach. In order to solve the unbalanced transportation problem, we first need to change it into a balanced 
transportation problem. Historically, authors generally use either a dummy row or a dummy column to balance the 
unbalanced problem. However, there is no existence of dummy in reality, the excess availability is not transported at all is 
held back at one or more origins. In the present paper authors provide additional information that to which of the 
destination(s) the excess availability is to be transported for future demand at minimum cost.  
Mathematically a transportation problem can be stated as follows: 
minimize 
Z=                                                                                           (1) 
subject to 
                                                i = 1, 2,... ...........,m 
   j = 1, 2, ..............,n 
       xij ≥ 0       i = 1,2,.................,m  j = 1, 2, .....................,n                                                  (2) 
where cij is the cost of transportation of an unit from the i
th
 source to the j
th 
destination, and the quantity xij is to be some 
positive integer or zero, which is to be transported from the ith origin to jth destination. An obvious necessary and sufficient 
condition for the linear programming problem given in (1) to have a solution is that 
=                                                            (3) 
i.e. assume that total availability is equal to the total requirement. If it is not true, then the unbalanced problem should be 
balanced by adding a dummy source with availability equal to total availability as well as a dummy destination with 
demand equal to sum of total availability and excess supply. It should be noted that the problem has a feasible solution if 
and only if the condition (2) satisfied. Now, the problem is to determine xij, in such a way that the total transportation cost 
is minimum. 
In fuzzy environment a transportation problem can be stated as follows: 
minimize 
                   Z=                                                                                    (4)                                        
Subject to 
                            i=1,2............m                             
                j=1,2.............n                                                             
   xij ≥ 0         i = 1, 2,... .......,m        j = 1, 2, ................., n                  (5) 
in which the transportation costs , supply and demand   quantities are fuzzy quantities. An obvious necessary and 
sufficient condition for the fuzzy transportation problem given in (4-5) to have a solution is that     
                                                                       (6) 
i.e. the total fuzzy availability should be equal to the total fuzzy requirement. If it is not true, then the unbalanced problem 
should be balanced by adding a dummy source with availability equal to total fuzzy availability as well as a dummy 
destination with demand equal to sum of total fuzzy availability and excess supply. It should be noted that the problem has 
a feasible solution if and only if the condition (5) satisfied.  
The present paper is organized as follows: In section 2 few basic definitions, Roubast ranking Technique, Trapezoidal 
fuzzy numbers and their arithmetic operations are reviewed. Proposed algorithm for Modified Vogel Approximation Method 
and the traditional algorithm using Simple VAM are illustrated for comparative study in section 3. Next, in Section 4 both 
algorithms are illustrated with the help of a Numerical example. Section 5 is the conclusion section and section 6 highlights 
the advantages of proposed algorithm. 
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PRELIMINARIES 
Fuzzy Set 
A fuzzy set is characterized by a membership function mapping element of a domain, space or universe of discourse X to 
the unit interval [0, 1] i.e.  = {(x,  (x); x   X}, here 
 (x): X → [0, 1] 
is a mapping called the degree of membership function of the fuzzy set A and  (x) is called the membership value of x ε 
X in the fuzzy set A. These membership grades are often represented by real numbers ranging from [0, 1].  
Trapezoidal Fuzzy Numbers 
A fuzzy number Ã= (m, n, p, q) is said to be trapezoidal fuzzy number if its membership function is given by   
                                     
(x) =     
                                      0                                𝑥>q  
 
    
              Fig 1: Trapezoidal Fuzzy Numbers 
Properties of Trapezoidal Fuzzy Number  
i. Trapezoidal fuzzy number Ã = (m,n,p,q) is said to be non negative trapezoidal fuzzy number Iff m-p ≥ 0  
ii. A trapezoidal fuzzy number Ã = (m,n,p,q)  is said to be zero trapezoidal fuzzy number Iff m=0, n=0, p=0, q=0.  
iii. Two trapezoidal fuzzy numbers Ã1 = (m1, n1, p1, q1) and Ã2 = (m2, n2, p2, q2) are said be equal i.e. Ã1 = Ã2. Iff m1= 
m2, n1= n2, p1 =p2, q1=q2.  
Arithmetic Operators for Solving Trapezoidal Fuzzy Number 
If Ã1 = (m1, n1, p1, q1) and Ã2 = (m2, n2, p2, q2) two trapezoidal fuzzy numbers then the arithmetic operations on Ã1 and Ã2 
as follows:  
Addition Ã1+ Ã2 = (m1+m2, n1+n2, p1+p2, q1+q2)  
Subtraction Ã1- Ã2 = (m1-q2, n1-p2, p1-n2, q1-m2)  
Multiplication Ã1• Ã2 = (t1, t2, t3, t4)  
Where  
t1 = minimum {m1m2, m1q2, q1m2, q1q2};  
t2= minimum {n1n2, n1p2, p1n2, p1p2};  
t3 = maximum {n1n2, n1p2, p1n2, p1p2} and  
μ
  
m
  
n p  q  
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t4 = maximum {m1m2, m1q2, q1m2, q1q2}.  
Roubast Ranking Technique 
Roubast ranking is a technique which satisfies compensation, linearity, and additive properties and provides results which 
relates to human intuition. If ã is a fuzzy number then the Roubast Ranking is defined by  
                       Ɍ(ã) =   
where  is the 𝛼 level cut of the fuzzy number ã and  
             = {((n-m) 𝛼 + m), (q- (q-p) 𝛼)}  
In this paper we use this method for ranking the objective values. The Roubast ranking index Ɍ (ã) gives the 
representative value of fuzzy number ã. 
ALGORITHMS  
The next two sub sections demonstrate the proposed algorithm and an algorithm using traditional approach respectively. 
These algorithms are illustrated by the authors with the help of a numerical example for a comparative study.    
Proposed Algorithm for Modified Vogel Approximation Method 
Step 1: Balance the given transportation problem if not balanced by introducing  
A dummy source with fuzzy availability (maximum{0, (m'-p') – (m-p)} + maximum{0, (p'-p)},maximum{0,(m'-
n')-(m-n)}+maximum{0,(p'-p)}+maximum{0,(n'-m')-(n-m)}, maximum{0,(p'-p)}, maximum{0,(q'-q)})  
And a dummy destination with fuzzy demand (maximum{0,(m-p)-(m'-p')}+maximum{0,(p-p')},maximum{0,(m-
p)-(m'-p')}+maximum{0,(p-p')}+maximum{0,(n-m)-(n'- m')},   maximum{0,(p-p')},maximum{0,(q-q')}).  
Step 2: Obtain the TOC matrix. (The TOC matrix is obtained by adding the "row opportunity cost matrix" (row opportunity 
cost matrix: for each row, the smallest cost of that row is subtracted from each element of the same row) and the "column 
opportunity cost matrix" (Column opportunity cost matrix: for each column of the original transportation cost matrix the 
smallest cost of that column is subtracted from each element of the same column)) 
Step 3: Determine the penalty cost for each row and column by subtracting the lowest cell cost in the row or column from 
the next lowest cell cost in the same row or column. 
Step 4: Select the rows or columns with the highest three penalty costs (breaking ties arbitrarily or choosing the lowest-
cost cell). 
Step 5: Compute three transportation costs for selected three rows or columns in step 4 by allocating as much as possible 
to the feasible cell with the lowest transportation cost. 
Step 6: Select minimum transportation cost of three allocations in step 5 (breaking ties arbitrarily or choosing the lowest-
cost cell). 
Step 7: Repeat steps 3-6 until all requirements have been meet. 
Step 8: Compute total transportation cost for the feasible allocations using the original unbalanced-transportation cost 
matrix. 
Step 9: Finally obtain the optimal transportation cost for the unbalanced transportation cost matrix using MODI Method. 
Important Remarks 
The algorithm will be improved if we add the following two additional steps for breaking ties 
(i) If there is a tie in penalty or minimum transportation cost, choose the largest penalty for allocation. 
(ii) If there is a tie in penalty and minimum transportation cost, then calculate their corresponding row opportunity cost 
value/column opportunity cost value, and select the one with maximum.  
Algorithm for Simple Vogel Approximation Method 
Step 1: Balance the given transportation problem if not balanced by introducing  
a dummy source if total demand > total supply 
Or, a dummy destination if total supply > total demand 
Step 2: Determine the penalty cost for each row and column by subtracting the lowest cell cost in the row or column from 
the next lowest cell cost in the same row or column. 
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Step 3: Select the rows or columns with the highest penalty costs (breaking ties arbitrarily or choosing the lowest-cost 
cell). 
Step 4: Allocate as much as possible to the feasible cell with the lowest transportation cost in the row or column with 
highest penalty cost. 
Step 5: Repeat Steps 2, 3, 4 until the entire requirements have been met.  
Step 6: Compute total transportation costs for the feasible allocations. 
Step 7: Finally obtain the optimal transportation cost for the unbalanced transportation cost matrix using MODI Method. 
NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
Consider the following fuzzy transportation problem given below. All the data in this problem is represented by trapezoidal 
fuzzy numbers. The problem is solved by the method proposed by the authors of this paper and also by using the 
traditional approach for comparison. Table 1 represents the numerical problem. 
Table 1: Tableau representation of Numerical problem 
 1 2 3 4 Supply 
1 (4,6,7,9) (3,5,7,10) (5,7,10,12) (3,4,6,9) (4,5,7,10) 
2 (2,3,5,9) (5,7,9,13) (4,6,9,12) (5,6,7,10) (2,3,5,7) 
3 (7,9,10,12) (6,7,9,10) (7,9,10,13) (6,7,10,13) (7,10,13,14) 
4 (4,5,7,9) (5,7,12,15) (7,9,13,15) (2,4,10,13) (5,7,10,14) 
Demand (4,10,13,15) (3,7,9,13) (2,3,10,14) (3,7,10,13)  
 
As, this is unbalanced fuzzy transportation problem, so, to make it balanced fuzzy transportation problem we introduce a 
Dummy fuzzy column and dummy fuzzy row using Step 1 of algorithm as shown in Table 2. 
Table 2: Tableau representation of Balanced Transportation Problem 
 1 2 3 4 5 Supply 
1 (4,6,7,9) (3,5,7,10) (5,7,10,12) (3,4,6,9) (0,0,0,0) (4,5,7,10) 
2 (2,3,5,9) (5,7,9,13) (4,6,9,12) (5,6,7,10) (0,0,0,0) (2,3,5,7) 
3 (7,9,10,12) (6,7,9,10) (7,9,10,13) (6,7,10,13) (0,0,0,0) (7,10,13,14) 
4 (4,5,7,9) (5,7,12,15) (7,9,13,15) (2,4,10,13) (0,0,0,0) (5,7,10,14) 
5 (0,0,0,0) (0,0,0,0) (0,0,0,0) (0,0,0,0) (0,0,0,0) (7,5,7,10) 
Demand (4,10,13,15) (3,7,9,13) (2,3,10,14) (3,7,10,13) (13,13,0,0) (25,40,42,55) 
 
Now, Roubast Ranking Technique for the numerical problem is as shown in the Table 3 shown below. 
Table 3: Ranking of all fuzzy supply points and fuzzy demand points 
 (4,6,7,9) Ɍ( )= dα=6.5 
 (3,5,7,10) Ɍ( )= dα=6.25 
 (5,7,10,12) Ɍ( )= dα=8.5 
 (3,4,6,9) Ɍ( )= dα=5.75 
 (0,0,0,0) Ɍ( ) = 0 
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 (2,3,5,9) Ɍ( )= dα=4.75 
 (5,7,9,13) Ɍ( ) = dα = 8.5 
 (4,6,9,12) Ɍ( ) =   
 (5,6,7,10) 
Ɍ( ) =  
 (0,0,0,0) Ɍ( ) = 0 
 (7,9,10,12) Ɍ( ) = dα=9.5 
 (6,7,9,10) Ɍ( ) = dα=8  
 (7,9,10,13) Ɍ( ) = dα=9.75 
 (6,7,10,13) Ɍ( ) = dα=9 
 (0,0,0,0) Ɍ( ) = 0 
 (4,5,7,9) Ɍ( ) = dα=6.25 
 (5,7,12,15) Ɍ( ) = dα=9.75 
 (7,9,13,15) Ɍ( ) = dα=11 
 (2,4,10,13) Ɍ( ) = dα=7.25 
 (0,0,0,0) Ɍ( ) = 0 
 (0,0,0,0) Ɍ( ) = 0 
 (0,0,0,0) Ɍ( ) = 0 
 (0,0,0,0) Ɍ( ) = 0 
 (0,0,0,0) Ɍ( ) = 0 
 (0,0,0,0) Ɍ( ) = 0 
 
Fuzzy Supplies are 
Table 4: Ranking of fuzzy Supplies 
 (4,5,7,10) Ɍ( ) = dα=6.5 
 (2,3,5,7) Ɍ( ) = dα=4.25 
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 (7,10,13,14) Ɍ( ) = dα=11 
 (5,7,10,14) Ɍ( ) = dα=9 
(7,15,7,10) Ɍ( ) = dα=9.7 5 
 
Fuzzy Demands are 
Table 5: Ranking of fuzzy Demands 
 (4,10,13,15) Ɍ( ) = dα=10.5 
 (3,7,9,13) Ɍ( ) = dα=8 
 (2,3,10,14) Ɍ( ) = dα=7.25 
 (3,7,10,13) Ɍ( ) = dα=8.25 
(13,13,0,0) Ɍ( ) = dα=6.5 
 
Using the various entries from Table 2, 3 and 4 the fuzzy transportation problem is reduced to crisp transportation 
problem. Table 6 represents crisp transportation problem 
Table6: Tableau representation of balanced transportation problem using proposed method and ranking 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
After applying 
Improved VAM, 
X12 = 5.5, X14 = 1, X21 = 4.25, X34 = 4.5, X35 = 6.5, X41 = 6.25, X44 = 2.75, X52 = 2.5, X53 = 7.25 and  the optimal solution 
obtained for this unbalanced problem is X0 = 153. 
Now, we apply simple VAM algorithm in Table 7. 
Table 7: Tableau representation of balanced transportation problem using Simple VAM and Ranking 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 1 2 3 4 5 Supply 
1 6.5 6.25 8.5 5.75 0 6.5 
2 4.75 8.5 7.75 7 0 4.25 
3 9.5 8 9.75 9 0 11 
4 6.25 9.75 11 7.25 0 9 
5 0 0 0 0 0 9.75 
Demand 10.5 8 7.25 8.25 6.5 40.5 
 1 2 3 4 Supply 
1 6.5 6.25 8.5 5.75 6.5 
2 4.75 8.5 7.75 7 4.25 
3 9.5 8 9.75 9 11 
4 6.25 9.75 11 7.25 9 
5 0 0 0 0 3.25 
Demand 10.5 8 7.25 8.25 34 
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After applying simple VAM,  
X12=1, X14=5.5, X21=4.25, X32=7, X33=4, X41=6.25, X44=2.25, X53=0.25 and the best feasible solution obtained is 208.4375. 
Using this method, we do not obtain any optimal solution. 
CONCLUSION 
Using the traditional Simple VAM method, we do not obtain any optimal solution. Also, the best feasible solution obtained 
using the traditional method gives higher numerical value of transportation cost as compared to the solution obtained 
using the Modified VAM method, which is optimal as well. 
ADVANTAGES 
The proposed method is easy to understand and to apply for obtaining the fuzzy optimal solution of unbalanced fuzzy 
transportation problems existing in real life situations. This algorithm can also be used for solving various other problems 
also like, project schedules, assignment problems, network flow problems etc. The result obtained here is better than the 
result obtained using simple VAM or any other method. 
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